
 

July 11, 2018 

7pm to 9pm 

!30 Gosse Court, Robert E Miller Center 

 

Ward 4/7 NPA Steering Committee Meeting 

Draft meeting minutes 

 

 

NOTES ARE: Meeting was Jul 11th at Miller Center 130 Gosse Court: Begin 7:00 pm, In 

attendance were Linda Deliduka, Matt Hurlburt, Jeff Clark, Eric Corbman and Jim Holway.  No 

public comments.  No change to Agenda. LAST MEETING: No further info on what happened 

with CSWD no show. Chris may know and can fill us in. Let's send out confirmation notes to 

guests as meeting nears. Attendance very low, lets be sure we are getting signs out. Miller. A/V 

Equipment frustration peaks with intermittent Mics. NPA's new wireless mics have arrived. Jim 

to contact Melissa at Miller to request they check PA. Chris/someone to go to Miller ahead of 

meeting to ensure Mics work. NEXT MEETING: To be a special "Introduction to Candidates" 

forum. Elected officials typical block will be adjusted to give School Board people time. City 

Council and State Reps time might be pushed dependent upon number of responding candidates. 

Some discussion on whether to incumbent House members would be advantaged if they have the 

Elected official time and the Candidate time. It was noted that it would make clear there is only 

one non-incumbent candidate for House and it may be a very visible disadvantage. Especially 

with Kurt being in City Council time, Legislative time and then Candidate time. It was also noted 

that Incumbents are Elected and it they right. Resolution of this was to see how much of a time 

demand would come from the number of candidates - if few then regular elected officials block, 

if many then School Board.  ROLLS: Linda and Jim to invite *all* candidates whose name 

appears on any of the 6 ballots that will be available to people of Wards 4 & 7 in the August 14th 

Primary. Expect the House candidates and if history is an indicator perhaps 3 others. Candidates 

will be given to July 18 to respond. Format will be adjusted according to the number and 

candidate groupings in effort to be as absolutely fair to all. Matt to ensure Agenda gets out to 

Phet on the 19th.  Jeff and Chris to do Wars 5 and 7 FPF post respectively. Eric to do snacks. 

James L. to do Facebook Live. Chris to be Moderator. Linda to Time Keep. Jim to be runner. 

Adjourn 8:05 

 

Note taker: Jim Holway 

 

 

 


